
Introducing the Ads4WiFi Media Network:
Revolutionizing Public Wi-Fi and Digital Out of
Home Advertising

The Ads4WiFi Media Network is an easy way for venues to monetize their Wi-Fi network while also

offering DOOH Advertising agencies access to an engaged audience

ST. PETERSBURG, FL, USA, March 20, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In a world where connectivity is

paramount and advertising opportunities are constantly sought after, the Ads4WiFi Media

Network emerges as a groundbreaking solution, poised to revolutionize both public Wi-Fi access

and digital out-of-home (DOOH) advertising. With its unique approach, Ads4WiFi addresses the

longstanding issue faced by venues and public networks lacking the budgets to maintain or

upgrade their Wi-Fi infrastructure.

The Ads4WiFi Media Network serves as both a broker and a platform, bridging the gap between

venues seeking to monetize their Wi-Fi networks and DOOH advertising agencies hungry for

impactful advertising spaces. Just as the real estate Multiple Listing Service (MLS) simplifies

property transactions, Ads4WiFi streamlines the process for advertising agencies, offering them

access to a master list of available public Wi-Fi venues. In addition, venues receive assistance on-

boarding and managing campaigns no matter the hardware or captive portal platform they’re

using. 

"Today, connectivity is not just a luxury; it's a necessity. However, many venues and municipal

networks struggle to keep up with the costs of maintaining or upgrading their Wi-Fi

infrastructure," said Todd Myers, CEO of GoZone WiFi, who owns and operates the Ads4WiFi

Media Network. "Ads4WiFi not only addresses this challenge but also unlocks a powerful avenue

for DOOH advertising agencies to reach their target audiences in an innovative and impactful

manner."

The benefits of the Ads4WiFi Media Network extend beyond mere connectivity. By leveraging

existing Wi-Fi infrastructure for advertising purposes, venues around the world can generate

additional revenue streams while providing value-added services to their patrons. Meanwhile,

advertisers gain access to prime advertising spaces in high-traffic areas, enhancing brand

visibility and engagement.

Key features of Ads4WiFi Media Network include:

1.  Centralized Platform: A user-friendly platform that consolidates available public Wi-Fi venues,
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making it easy for advertising agencies to browse, select and even request suitable locations for

their campaigns.

2.  Monetization Opportunities: Empowering venues to monetize their Wi-Fi networks by

partnering with advertisers, creating a win-win scenario for both parties.

3.  Targeted Advertising: Leveraging location-based targeting capabilities to deliver tailored

advertising content to audiences based on their physical proximity to Wi-Fi hotspots.

4.  Performance Analytics: Providing detailed analytics and insights to advertisers, allowing them

to measure the effectiveness of their campaigns and optimize their strategies accordingly.

5.  Technical and Campaign Support: The Ads4WiFi Media Network team assists both the

advertisers and the venues to make sure campaign delivery expectations are met.

With the Ads4WiFi Media Network, the era of struggling Wi-Fi networks and underutilized

advertising spaces is coming to an end. By connecting venues with advertisers in a seamless and

efficient manner, Ads4WiFi unlocks new possibilities for revenue generation and brand exposure

in the digital age.

For more information about Ads4WiFi Media Network and its innovative solutions, please visit

https://www.ads4wifi.com.

About the Ads4WiFi Media Network:

The Ads4WiFi Media Network, owned and operated by GoZone WiFi which specializes in software

platforms that monetize Wi-Fi networks, is a pioneering service that revolutionizes public Wi-Fi

access monetization and out-of-home advertising. By serving as a broker and platform, Ads4WiFi

connects venues seeking to monetize their Wi-Fi networks with DOOH advertising agencies,

facilitating mutually beneficial partnerships. With its user-friendly interface, advanced features,

and support, Ads4WiFi empowers venues to generate additional revenue streams while

providing advertisers with prime advertising engagements in high-traffic areas.
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